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Thesis chapters were written in manuscript format
suitable for submission to scientific journals or
professional publications. Chapter I of this thesis follows
the journal format of The Southwestern Naturalist and
Chapter II follows the format of Journal of Pield
ornithology. Chapter III is written according to guidelines
in Condor and Chapter IV is written for submission to the
Bulletin of the Oklahoma ornithological society.
The goal of research efforts in 1995 and 1996 was to
document avian predator impact on endangered interior least
terns nesting at Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge.
Chapter I describes baseline habitats and pair densities of
sympatric barred owls and great horned owls at salt Plains
National Wildlife Refuge, and suggest.s barred owl habitat
needs exclude them from being predators of least terns.
Chapter II desoribes site-specific nesting success and
microhabitat use for least terns throughout the alkaline
flat. Chapters III and IV were methodologically similar to
Chapter II, but on sympatric ne.sting species: snowy plovers
and American avocets/black-necked stilts, respectively.
Ring-billed gulls were newly documented avian predators on
snowy plovers eggs and chicks, and two diurnal great horned
owl sightings occurred on the alkaline flat in 1995 during
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Chapter I
HABITAT ASSOCIATIONS AND BRBBDING PAIR DBNSITIBS OP
SYKPATRIC BARRED OWLS AND GREAT HORNBD OWLS
IN NORTHCENTRAL OKLABOKA
ABSTRACT -- We identified siqhtinq-, scale-, and species-
dependent differences in habitat associations surroundinq
activity centers of sympatric barred owls (strix varia) and
qreat horned owls (Bubo virqinianus) in northcentral
Oklahoma in 1995-1996 usinq taped vooalisations, remote
sensinq, and manual GIS techniques. Barred owl pairs were
associated with closed (62.8%) and open (8.0%) forest
canopies and fallow agriculture (10.6%), and great horned
owl pairs were associated with open (22.1) and closed
(34.6%) forest canopies, and olear features (26.4%).
Breeding densities for barred owl pairs were one pair every
144 ha, and great horned owl pairs were one pair every 230
ha within a contiguous 1155 ha forested region of Salt
Plains National Wildlife Refuge.
Barred owls (strix varia) prefer bottomland deciduous
forests with larqe diameter trees located near streaas or
stagnant pools (Allen 1987; Sutton 1967), and qreat horned
owls (Bubo virqinianus) also use timberlands (Sutton 1967).
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conflicting information exists on abundance of great borned
owls and barred owls in nortbcentra1 Oklaboaa, wbere tbey
nest sympatrically. sutton (1967) reported tbat great
horned owls were locally abundant while barred owls were
only an occasional winter visitor, being at tbe western e4ge
of their range in northcentral Oklahoma. Recent studies
lump barred owl. and great horned owl. witb otber owls a.
wide-ranging species that breed regularly in Oklaboma (Tyler
1995).
Tape playback of conspecific vocalizations of strigidae
owls is an effective census technique (Nowicki 1974; Lynch
1984), especially for barred OWls and great borned owls
(£mIen 1972; MCGarigal and Fraser 1984; 1985; Morrell et ale
1991; Laidig and Dobkin 1995). Although radiotelemetry has
been used to determine habitat u.e of owls (Nicholls and
Warner 1972; Ganey and Balda 1994; sparks et ale 1994),
broadcast owl calls can provide insight into habitat
associations (HcGarigal and Praser 1984; Laidig and Dobkin
1995).
This research was motivated by three factors: 1) the
possibility that barred OWls and great horned owls prey on
endangered interior least terns (sterna anti1larum) and
other sborebirds nesting on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains
National Wildlife Refuge (NWR)(Johnston 1956; Morris and
Wiggins 1986; Weir and Banson 1989; Bolt 1994; Renken and
Smith 1995); 2) a paucity of information regarding abundance
and habitat characteristics of sympatric barred owls and
great borned owls in Oklahoma; and 3) the need to further
2
understand habitat preferences of barred ovls because the
endangered northern spotted. owl (Strix occidentalis)
hybridizes vith barred OWls (Hamer et ale 199.).
STUDY AREA -- This study was conducted in the
northeastern part of salt Plains NWR in Alfalfa County,
Oklahoma (360 47'N, 98°11'.). Average elevation at Salt
Plains NWR wbere owl censuses were conducted vas 347.9 •
above mean sea level. Average annual precipitation in
Alfalfa county is 65 cm (USDA, Soil Conservation Service,
1953).
Habitat features in and around the refuge included
bottomland forests (open and closed canopies), agricUlture
(farmed and fallow fields), clear land (grasslands an~
sandbars), water sources (wetlands, ponds, rivers, and Great
Salt Plains Reservoir), and human modifications (roads and
dwellings). Dominant bottomland tree speoies on the refuge
included: eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides), American
e1m (Ulmus americana), black willow (Salix nigra), red
mUlberry (Horus rubra), hackberry (Celtis occidentalis),
green ash (Praxinus penDsylvanica), and eastern redcedar
(Juniperus virginiana). Dryland agriCUlture and cattle
grazing dominated land-use activities outside the refuge.
METHODS AND MATERIALS -- Tape playback of oonspecific
vocalizations was used to determine pair densities and
habitat associations of sYapatric barred owls and great
horned owls nesting in an 1155 ha forested region in the
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northeastern corner of Salt Plains NWR (Pig. 1.). Reaote
sensing and manual geograpbic information system (OXS)
techniques were used to quantify natural and .an-m.de
habitat components present around single and pair/group
sightings of barred owls 'and great horned owls at two
scales: 1) 64.8 ha (0.25 .ile2 with 625 pixels) and 2) 259.2
ha (1.0 mile2 with 2,500 pixels). OWl presence was
determined from aUditory responses to taped vocalizations
(solicited) or visual verification (unsolicited). single
owl and pair/group locations were recorded and plotted on
1:16,600 scale (1 em = 157 m or 1" = 1320') color aerial
photos taken on 2 December 1989 and used to quantify percent
composition of habitat features surrounding activity centers
at both scales. Manual rastor-GIS procedures were used by
overlaying a transparent grid over aerial photographs and
classifying habitat types. Grids were aligned with existing
roadways and section lines. Quantification of habitat
features at two scales allowed for identification and
comparison of scale-dependent differences in habitats
between and within species.
Broadcasted vocalizations for each species were played
at low volume during daylight hours (0700-2100 hr) at O.l-km
intervals along a 14-km survey route to index owl abundance
and record habitat associations during the nesting period.
Barred owls and great horned owls were censused separately
from February through May in 1995 and 1996. Surveys were
conducted when wind speed was low and precipitation
negligible to maximize hearing aUditory respon.e. (Laidig
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and Dobkin 1995). The sampling period corresponded with the
timing of territorial defense for each species when owls
were most responsive (Bent 1938; Norrell and Yahner 1995).
Incidental sightings (unsolicited) of both speoie.
were recorded throughout the stUdy area and surrounding
areas and used to determine habitat associations when
sightings occurred in areas represented by aerial photos.
Habitats surrounding owls observed incidentally (unsolioited
sightings) may have been more representative of habitat use
because they represented sightings of undisturbed owls.
Observations of American crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) were
documented at owl sightings because mobbings by crows oan
influence diurnal movements of owls.
Broadcasting equipment included a unitech ST-2 speaker-
amplifier system and a portable cassette player (sony
Walkman) using Johnny stewart brand tapes for each speoies
(Bheda's, Chelsea, Iowa). Calls were rotated 360 degree.,
broadcasted for 10-min at each station--sounded every 30 sec
for the first 7 min and once a minute for the remaining 3
min. The broadcasting period was followed by a 10-ain post-
broadcast observation period. Broadcasting was terminated
immediately after a sighting or response was made. Time
until response and direction of approach were recorded to
differentiate unique individuals, pairs, or groups and
facilitate accurate density estimates (Bosakowski 1987,
Winton et al. 1994, Laidig and Dobkin 1995).
OWls were solicited with broadcast equip.ent during
daylight hours because information on nesting habitat was
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needed. Niqhttiae callinq was avoided becaUS8 it identified
foraqinq habitat rather than nestinq habitat requir_ents
(Winton et ale 1994). All sites were called 1-3 ti.es each
year or until occupancy was deterained. Resiqhtinq attempts
were conducted at all siqhtinq locations to determine
affinity for identified activity centers and aid in habitat
association and pair density determinations.
Habitat features were quantified usinq remote sensinq
from color aerial photos in this study--61% of all barred
owls siqhtinqs and 75% of all qreat horned owl siqhtinqs
were delineated at photo nadir. Habitat types classified by
pixel at each activity center included: closed canopy (~40%
tree cover); open canopy «40% tree cover); clear land
(pasture, qrassland, and sandbars); farmed aqricultural
land; fallow aqricultural land; water sources (wetlands,
ponds, rivers, and Great Salt Plains Reservoir); roads
(paved and heavily traveled qravel), and d"ellinqs (houses,
barns, and the refuqe headquarters and maintenance
buildinqs). The dominant habitat in each pixel was
identified based on its percentaqe of occurrence (~50%),
except for river and road features which were determined
cumulatively to prevent underestimation of linear features.
Pair densities in the 1155 ha area was determined by
calculatinq the averaqe abundance based on two years of
censuses. Pair densities were determined because this
represented the viable portion of the popUlations.
Densities of barred owls and qreat horned owls were
determined for pairs only because sinqle owls may not have
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been territory holders or breeders (Winton et al. 1994).
OWl densities were determined by considerinq direotion of
approach and response time to broadoast oalls. Chi-square
analyses (Steel and Torrie 1980) were perforaed to identify
if babitat associations differed by: 1) siqhtinq (at fixed
scale and species); 2) scale (at fixed siqhtinq and
species); and 3) species <at fixed siqhtinq and scale).
RESULTS -- precipitation durinq Pebruary-May in 1995 and
1996 was hiqhly variable (Table 1). Both years deviated
from the 20-yr average. Temperature ranqes in February and
May differed between years.
We observed 42 barred oWls during 23 siqhtinqs and 23
qreat horned owls durinq 12 siqhtinqs within the study area
in 1995 and 1996 (Table 2). sinqle-owl siqhtinqs (potential
floaters) of barred OWls durinq both years comprised 22% of
the observations. Sinqle-owl siqhtinqs of qreat horned owls
durinq both years comprised 42% of the observations (Table
2). In qeneral, barred owls qlided in quietly toward our
call, and qreat horned owls hooted from their present
location before approachinq.
Twenty of 23 (87%) barred owl siqhtinqs were solicited
with broadcast equipment. Three barred owls were
incidentally siqhted. Nine of 12 (75%) qreat horned owl
siqhtinqs were made incidentally, and only three were
solicited with broadcast equipment. Incidental siqhtinqs of
both species represented 38% of all owl observations.
American crows were observed at 8 of 23 (35%) barred owl
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sightings. In contrast, orows were a.sociated with only 2
of 12 (17%) great horned owl sightings, but repre.ented 66%
(2 of 3) of the solicited great horned owl sightings.
Closed canopy, open canopy, and clear features were
present in all activity centers (single and pair/group
sightings) for both species (A =35) at two scales. Water
was present in 91% of all barred owl sightings and 92% of
all great horned owl sightings at the 64.8-ha scale and
occurred in all sightings for both species at the 259.2-ha
scale. Farmed agricultural land was present in 91% of the
barred owl sightings and 75% of the great horned owl
sightings at the 259.2-ha scale. Pallow agriculture was
present in 78% of the barred owl sightings and 83% of the
great horned owl sightings at the 259.2-ha scale.
Man-made features included roads and dwellings. Roads
were present in 65% of all barred owl sightings at the 64.8-
ha scale and present in 83% of all barred owl sightings at
the 259.2-ha scale. Roads were present in 92% of all great
horned owl sightings at both scales. Dwellings were pre.ent
in 30% of all barred owl sightings at the 64.8-ha scale and
61% if all sightings at the 259.2-ha scale. Dwellings
occurred in 50% of all great horned owl sightings at both
scales. (Table 3).
Barred owls and great horned owls used unique natural
and man-made habitats by sighting: 1) barred owl single
versus pair/group sightings at 64.8-ha (~2 =99.101, 6 df, f
< 0.001); 2) barred owl single versus pair sightings at
259.2-ha (~2 =453.864, 6 df, f < 0.001); 3) great horned
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owl single versus pair sightings at 64.8-ha (~2 =148.988, 6
df, ~ < 0.001); 4) great horned owl single versus pair
sightings at 259.2-ha (~2 =692.524, 6 df, R < 0.001).
Barred oWls and great horned owls used unique natural
and man-made habitats between scales. single sightings
between scales and pair/group sightings between scales were
significantly different for both species: 1) barred owl
single sightings (~2 =56.809, 6 df, R < 0.001); 2) barred
owl pair/group sightings (~2 =40.028, 6 df, R < 0.001); 3)
barred owl cumulative sightings (~2 =39.182, 6 df, ~ <
0.001); 4) great horned owl single sightings (~2 = 64.196, 6
df, R < 0.001); 5) great horned owl pair/group sightings (~2
= 32.054, 6 df, R < 0.001); and 6) great horned owl
cumulative sightings (~2 = 21.528, 6 df, R < 0.001).
Barred owls and great horned owls used unique natural
and man-made habitats between species at fixed sighting and
scale. Between-species comparisons at 64.8-ha by sighting
were: 1) single (~2 =305.673, 6 df, R < 0.001), 2)
pair/group (~2 =187.883, R < 0.001), and 3) cumulative (~2
=190.348, 6 df, 6 df, R < 0.001). Between-species
comparisons at 259.2-ha by sighting were: 1) single (~2 =
1015.509, 6 df, R < 0.001), 2) pair/qroup (~2 =718.224, 6
df, R < 0.001), and 3) cumulative (~2 =611.348, 6 df, R <
0.001) •
Paired student's ~-tests of within-species comparisons
with fixed siqhting and scale resulted in significant
differences for all features (P < 0.001), except roads--for
barred owl single versus cumulative sightings (0.3 < R <
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0.2) and barred owl single versus pair/group sigbting_ (0.2
> ~ > 0.1) at the 64.8-ha scale. Water, fallow agriculture,
and road features were not significantly different for great
horned owls at fixed sightings at the 64.8-ha scale (R >
0.5). Between-speoies comparisons of features were
significantly different for all features (~ < 0.001), except
water (~ > 0.05) at the 64.8 ha scale.
We identified eight separate barred owl pairs and five
separate great horned owl pairs in the 1155 ha northeastern
forested part of the refuge. This represented a density of
one barred owl pair per 144 ha and one great horned owl pair
per 230 ha. Nineteen additional great horned owls were
solioited or incidentally sighted (unsolicited) outside the
study area in the southern part of the refuge dominated by
exotio salt cedar (Tamarix spp.) (25%), along the refuge
periphery (50%), and in adjacent farmlands ~10 km outside
the refuge (25%). Barred owls were not sighted outside the
study area.
DISCUSSION -- Climate differed between years during the
study with above average temperatures and rainfall in 1995,
and drought conditions in 1996 (Table 1) ••eather can
affect habitat selection in avian species (Jorde et ale
1984). Differences in climate between years may have
influenced relative abundance of owl species observed.
Nine of 12 great horned owls within tbe study area were
sighted incidentally (unsolicited). Habitat information
surrounding these sightings may be more representative of
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requirements than was deterained from habitat associations
surroundinq solicited siqhtinqs of both speci.•s. Inoidental
siqhtinqs represented habitat use because birds were located
while movinq about naturally in their environment.
There is no record that qreat horned owls prey on
American crows in Oklahoma (Sutton 196'). The decreased
occurrence of crows associated with siqhtinq. of qreat
horned owls (2 of 12) versus barred owls (8 of 23) suqq••ted
crows may indeed be potential prey, as other studies have
found (Bosakowski et ale 1989; Bosakowski and saith 1992).
Kobbinq by crows was likely influenced by broadcastinq owl
calls durinq dayliqht hours when crows were active,
increasinq the likelihood of interaction. Crow mobbinq
represented a research-related disturbance to owls in this
study.
Barred owl density was hiqher than qreat horned owl
density in tbe 1155 ha forested reqion at Salt Plains NWR,
but barred owls were not found outside the study area.
overall, qreat horned owls were the most abundant larqe
striqidae on and outside the refuqe. Great horned owls
dominated in sparsely forested areas and fencelines
surroundinq the refuqe, and in salt cedar stands (Tamarix
spp.) in the southern and northwestern part of the refuqe.
One qreat horned owl pair nested successfully (2 juveniles)
inside a qoose-box in a wetland surrounded by homoqeneous
salt cedar stands at the southern end of the refuqe in 1995.
Another pair successfully produced two juveniles on private
land about 300 m west of the entrance to the selenite
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crystal digging area at Salt Plains NWR in 1995.
A single great horned owl was o~served foraging on two
occasions in June 1995 on the alkaline salt flat near
Cottonwood creek in nesting ha~itat used ~y endangered
interior least terns (Sterna antillarum) and delisted
category 2 snowy plovers (Chardrinus alexandrius). Great
horned owls are documented predators of least tern adults
and chicks (Lingle 1993, Renken and Smith 1995). However,
no sightings or ancillary information were obtained to
suggest that barred owls preyed on nesting ~irds on the
alkaline flat in 1995 and 1996.
Many of the great horned owl sightings from outside the
study area were not available on color aerial photographs.
Therefore, these additional great horned owl sightings could
not be included in the habitat evaluations. Many of these
outside areas had habitats dominated by farmed and fallow
agriculture--quite different than ha~itat associations on
the refuge. Regardless, these sightings helped confirm that
great horned owls were not strongly associated with any
partiCUlar habitat, which is consistent with the view that
this species is a habitat generalist (Fuller 1979, Petersen
1979, MCGarigal and Fraser 1984, Bosakowski et ale 1989a,
Laidig and Dobkin 1995).
On the morning of 12 July 1996, heavy fog coincided with
three road-killed great horned owls (including two
juveniles) on state highways immediately surrounding the
refuge, which suggested that a relatively abundant
popUlation of great horned owls existed on the refuge
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periphery. Because only one other great horned owl w••
salvaged from roads near the refuge in 1995 and 1996, we
hypothesize that the three great borned owl casualties
observed were fog-related.
Barred owl habitat inclUded >50% closed canopy at both
scales for all sightings. Water, clear fields, and fallow
agriculture were increasingly important for pair/group
sightings at the 259.2-ha scale. proximity to roads was
only slightly higher for barred owls at the 64.8-ba scale.
Density of barred owls in the northeast.rn region of the
refuge, the rarer of the 2 large strigida., was significant.
Bome range size for barred owls was 229 ha in Minnesota
(Nicholls and Warner 1972), and ranged from 118 ha in summer
to 282 ha in Michigan (Elody and Sloan 1985). Our density
estimates for barred owl pairs (1:144 hal indicate a
relatively dense popUlation of barred owls in comparison to
other studies (Allen 1987). An update of the refuge
brochure on avian species is warranted, because the status
and abundance for barred owls is currently listed as
uncommon during all seasons throughout the year, Which is
not the case.
Although significant differences between habitat
features did exist within and between owl species, single
and pair/group sightings were given equal weight for
determining habitat associations. A weighting of pair/group
sightings when computing cumulative habitat associations may
have given a better depiction of suitable habitat needs for
nesting owls. similiarly, single owl sightings could have
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represented floaters or non-breeders residing in suboptiaal
habitat.
Scale-dependent differences in habitat associations
surrounding single and pair/group sightings for each speoies
suggest more research is needed in order to ascertain whioh
scale best depicts habitat use. In this stUdy, the 64.8 ha
scale was much easier to classify and likely provided a
better indication of breeding habitat needs.
Response differences to taped vocalizations between
species indicated that barred owls were three times more
likely to be solicited with broadcast equipment. This may
have been due to tbe wider range of vocalizations displayed
by barred owls, wbereas great borned owls often vocalized
with tbe same boot series.
Features present in all sigbtings of both species at
both scales included closed canopy, open canopy, and clear
areas (grasslands, pastures, sandbars). The dominant
presence of tbese babitat features may refleot availability
more tban selection (Bobbs and Banley 1990). Water was
present in all sightings for both species at the 259.2-ha
scale suggesting that owls will travel up to 1.1 km for
free-standing water. Presence of water did not differ
between species at the 64.8-ha scale.
Information obtained on proximity of farmed and fallow
agriCUlture features to owl sightings may be limited in
value because land use and farming practices change
annually. Bowever, land-use practices during this study
were very similar to those implemented in 1989, when aerial
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photos were taken.
Man-aade features (roads and dwellinqs) represented a
possible source of repeated disturbance to owls, while the
presence of crows at owl sightings, althouqh natural, could
also be considered disturbance. Barred owl activity centers
had fewer roads at both scales indicatinq a qreater
sensitivity to disturbance, than for qreat horned owls.
Rowever, presence of dwellings was higher for barred owls at
the 259.2-ha scale, although the number of dwellinqs per
siqhting was often quite higher for great horned owls. Only
30% of all barred owl sightinqs had dwellinqs at the 64.8-ha
scale versus 50% for great horned owls. siqnificant
differences existed between all features within and between
species except for roads, which may have reflected the
rarity or uniform distribution of this feature overall.
The relatively hiqh density for barred owls in the
habitats identified should not be misinterpretted as high
habitat quality or habitat use (Van Rorne 1983). The
abundance of barred owls in the stUdy area was likely
influenced by sheer availability and scarcity of contiguous
timbered lands outside the refuge.
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Table 1 -- Temperature ranqes (Co) and rainfall (em) for months owl censuses
were conducted at salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge, Oklahoma in 1995 and
1996 in comparison to the 20-year rainfall average.
Month
Year Climate Peb Mar Apr May
1995 Temp (HI/LO) 22/-7 28/-16 30/-2 30/4
Rainfall 0.41 4.05 9.56 16.69
I\)
0
1996 Temp (HI/LO) 34/-21 26/-15 32/-3 40/3
Rainfall 0.08 2.26 0.15 4.74
20-Yr avql Rainfall 3.18 6.18 6.49 12.69
l
1 Average obtained from salt Plains NWR 1995 Annual Narrative.
r
Table 2 -- Total number of barred owl and qreat horned owl siqhtinqs by year
located within the 1155 ha forested reqion censused at salt Plains National






Barred owls 1995 2 7 9
1996 3 11 14
Both years 5 18 23
N...
Great horned owls 1995 .. .. 8
1996 1 3 4
Both years 5 7 12
~
~
Table 3 -- Means and standard errors for percent occurrence of habitat features surrounding activity
centers of single and pair/group barred owl and great horned owl sightings quantified at 64.8 ha and 259.2
ha scales.
64.8 ha SCALE 259.2 ha
Sighting: Single owl ~ Two owls Single owl ~ Two owls
Owl species Feature ! SE ! SE ! SE ! SE
Barred Closed canopy 65.3 16.0 62.8 14.3 50.1 12.7 52.3 13.0
Open canopy 18.1 16.5 8.0 5.0 20.8 14.9 5.6 3.4
Farmed ag.ric 2.1 4.6 3.9 6.1 4.3 5.6 6.1 7.6
Fallow agric 0.0 0.0 10.6 10.5 1.5 1.4 11.5 10.2
Clear 8.2 7.6 6.2 4.1 12.9 8.1 10.1 5.3
Water 5.6 8.1 8.1 9.1 9.3 10.8 13.9 9.2
fI) Roads 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.4
fI)
Great horned Closed canopy 21.0 20.7 34.6 19.9 18.8 16.8 27.1 19.2
Open canopy 27.7 31.3 22.1 16.6 26.8 27.6 19.7 17 .2
Farmed agric 20.9 29.7 1.4 3.2 19.5 34.3 4.3 5.8
Fallow agric 6.1 10.5 6.5 13.2 17 .5 21.5 6.7 5.6
Clear 15.2 9.4 26.4 18.3 12.7 5.3 31.0 21.8
Water 7.3 13.3 7.3 7.0 3.7 4.8 10.2 10.3
Roads 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.1 0.6 1.1 0.6
Fiq. 1. -- Forested habitat (1155 ha) censused and breedinq
pair distributions of barred owls (x) and qreat horned owls




BREEDING ECOLOGY AND ABUNDANCE OF INTBRIOR
LEAST TBRHS ON THE ALKALINE PLAT AT SALT
PLAINS NATIONAL WILDLIFE RBFUGB,
OKLAHOMA, 1995-96
Abstract.--Nestinq success of endanqered interior least
terns (Sterna antillarum) on the alkaline flat at Salt
Plains National Wildlife Refuge was ass8ssed with the
Mayfield Method and apparent nesting success in 1995 and
1996. Mayfield Method estimates for all nests were 29%
nesting success in 1995 and 37% nesting success in 1996.
Nesting inside electric fence predator exclosures was
significantly higher in 1995, but nesting success inside
versus outside electric fences, by strata, or cumulatively
within years, did not differ using approximate 95%
confidence intervals for Mayfield Method estimates.
Microhabitats were recorded at all nests. Nests near debris
were most common (75%), but nests in the open (away from
debris) (17.5%) had the highest mean apparent nesting success
for both years (43%). The Colony Point count census method
was conducted to ascertain peak numbers of least tern
breeding pairs; 41 in 1995 and 58 in 1996. six consecutive
years of nest mapping near the selenite crystal diqginq area
and Clay creek suggest least tern nest site-selection was
24
influenced more by .ater availability than by human presence
or habitat improvements.
Breedinq ecoloqy of endanqered interior least terns
nestinq on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains National
Wildlife Refuqe (HWR) has been monitored closely since the
early 1980's (Boyd 1990, Grover and ~nopf 1982, Hill 1985;
1993, Koenen et al. 1996~, Schweitzer 1994, utych 1993).
Han-made habitat improvements on the flat have been
constructed since 1990 to reduce nest losses from natural
factors (Koenen et al. 1996~, Utych 1993) in response to
least tern recovery objectives (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
service 1990). Despite efforts, floodinq and predation
continue to limit productivity of interior least terns at
Salt Plains NWR, listed as endanqered since 1985 (U.s. Fish
and Wildlife service 1985).
Least tern research objectives in 1995-96 .ere to: (1)
determine site-specific nestinq success on the alkaline flat
at Salt Plains HWR, (2) quantify microhabitat features
associated .ith nest site selection, (3) monitor use and
measure efficacy of electric fence predator exclosures and
habitat improvements, (4) determine peak numbers of nestinq
tern pairs annually, (5) measure and map nest sites within
1500 m of the active selenite crystal diqqinq area, and (6)
determine impact of avian predators, specifically striqidae
owls. Continued research on nestinq least terns at Salt
Plains NWR was necessary to identify sites or microhabitat-
types on the alkaline flat with significantly higher nesting
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success. Results of this study could facilitate placement
of future fenced exclosures and selection of man-.ade
habitat improvements, thereby attractinq and proteotinq an
increased percentaqe of the least tern colony aDDually at
Salt Plains NWR.
STUDY AREA
salt Plains NWR is located in Alfalfa County in north-
central Oklahoma (360 45'N, 980 15'W). A S09S-ha alkaline
flat provides nestinq habitat for snowy plovers (Charadrius
alexandrinus), least terns, American avocets (Recurvirostra
american), killdeer (Charadrius vooiferus), black-necked
stilts (Himantopus Mexicanus) (Koenen et al. 1994), and
common niqhthawks (Chordeiles minor) (Appendix A.), listed in
order of abundance. The alkaline flat, located along the
western one-third of the refuge, is predominately
featureless (Boyd 1990) but has three ephemeral streams and
a river flowing across it into the Great Salt Plains
Reservoir (Fig. 1). Spring Creek enters the flat from the
south, Cottonwood and Clay creeks enter from the west, and
the West branch of the Salt Fork Arkansas River enters from
the north traversing the northeastern edge of the flat.
Summer climate at Salt Plains NWR is extremely variable
with regard to wind, temperature, and rainfall (Williams and
Grover 1975). As a reSUlt, the Great Salt Plains Reservoir
fluctuates in elevation and inundates a varying percentage
ot least tern nesting habitat and nests each year (Hill
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1993, Koenen 1996,A, utych 1993). During dry conditioDs, the
alkaline flat is snow white with salt precipitate covering
the surface (Reed 1978). Dependent upon timing and duration
of rain events, the alkaline flat can turn fro. white to
various shades of brown to black. Locali.ed rain puls.es can
inundate nesting habitat, flush eggs fro. nests, and expose
otherwise camoflaged eggs to mammalian and avian predators--
natural factors that repeatedly cause low annual production
for species nesting on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains NWR
(Grover and Knopf 1982, Hill 1985, Koenen 1995, utych 1993).
Heavy rains have also facilitated the continued
establishment of exotic salt cedar (Tamarix spp.) onto the
alkaline flat, further reducing available nesting habitat
and providing concealment for IIllUlUD.alian predators (Hill
1993, Koenen 1996,A).
Habitat improvements have been implemented on the
alkaline flat since 1990. First improvements included
plowed ridges and gravel mounds to provide elevated nesting
sites safe from sheet flooding (Koenen et a1. 1996a) and
more recently "wooden T's" to simulate driftwood debris-like
microhabitat. One-dimensional hand-painted decoys were used
in 1995 and 1996 to attract least terns into electric fences
with habitat improvements, and two nest platforms were
constructed in 1996 to encourage nesting off the substrate
safe from sheet-flooding.
Electric fence predator exclosures (fences) encompass
habitat improvements and have been erected on the alkaline
flat since 1991. In 1995, only three fenced areas remained;
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a 4.5-ha and, 24-ha fenced area on the north end of the
alkaline flat, and a nevly co.pleted (June 1995) 20-ha
fenced area located northwest of the selenite orystal
digging area between Clay and cottonwood creeks (Fig. 1).
Additional information on the history and construction of
electric fences at Salt Plains NWR has been documented
previously (Koenen 1995, utyoh 1993).
Public access onto the alkaline flat has been
restricted except for a rotating area with six sites
designated for selenite crystal digging from 1 April through
31 October annually. Human disturbance from crystal digging
was found to have negligible impact on nesting least terns
at Salt Plains NWR from 1991 through 1994 (Koenen 1995,
utych 1993).
METHODS
An all-terrain vehicle (ATV) facilitated research
activities on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains NWR. The ATV
was offloaded at two locations: 1) immediately south of
state highway 11 at the north end of the alkaline flat
(north launch), and 2) south of the 1994 selenite crystal
digging area (crystal dig launch). Off-loading site and
time on the flat were recorded for all visits both years.
Due to the stUdy area size, ATV trails were establisbed
to facilitate relocating nests. ATV trails were favored
because the alkaline flat becomes easily scarred when moist.
Tank tracks from military activity in the 1930's were still
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visible. On other occasions, trails disappeared completely
after rainfall and creeks reshaped areas aakinq nests
difficult to relocate. with trails, .e justified disturbinq
a small percentaqe of the nestinq birds regularly versus
potentially disturbinq all nestinq birds if no trails were
used. Althouqh trails may attract predators and are
sometimes used as restinq sites by fledqinq chicks
(Schweitzer 1994), ATV speed and enqine noise were kept low
to avoid crushinq chicks and reduce noise-related
disturbance, respectively. At monitored nests, binoculars
were used from atop the ATV to check eqq status to avoid
creatinq foot trails directly to nests.
Least tern nests were located throuqhout the alkaline
flat between 15 May and 15 Auqust in 1995 and 1996. The
flat was searched completely each week to insure
representative nests from all sites were monitored. After
disoovery, tern nests were marked with 30 em dowels placed
about 10 m from the nestcup (Koenen 1995, utych 1993) and
monitored until outcome was determined (hatched, flooded,
predated, wind, abandoned, addled, or unknown). Nest
monitorinq was conducted durinq crepuscular hours to
minimize heat stress on adults and reduce oocurrence of
addled eqqs (Dryer 1985, Hill 1985). A microcassette
recorder was used durinq nest monitorinq to decrease
disturbance to incubatinq adults by reducinq time in the
colony. All least tern chicks encountered were captured and
banded by protocols used by the u.s. Pisb and Wildlife
Service and included in apparent nestinq success
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computations.
Least tern nests were regionally compiled into five
strata (Pig. 1) based on distribution of nesting sites and
fluvial patterns to assess site-specific differences in
nesting success. strata A was located in the northernaost
region of the flat immediately south of state Highway 11,
bordering the West branch of the Salt Pork Arkansas River to
the east and included the 4.5-ha and 24-ha electric fenced
areas. strata B extended south of strata A and also
bordered the West branch of the Salt Pork Arkansas River.
strata C was located southwest of Strata B between the
western edge of the refuge east to the reservoir in an area
traversing Cottonwood Creek. strata D was located south of
strata C and slightly north of the digging area and extended
from the western refuge boundary to the reservoir. Strata D
included the 20-ha electric fen.ced area. Strata B was
located east of the digging area south to spring Creek.
A nest was recorded as hatohed if ~1 egg hatched--
partial losses were ignored (Mayfield 1961, 1975). Egg
status was recorded on all visits. Site-speoific
differences in nesting success were determined using 95%
confidence intervals (Johnson 1979) for Mayfield Method
estimates (Mayfield 1961; 1975) for all strata, inside
versus outside electric fences, and cumulatively for each
year. Apparent nesting success (% of total) was also
computed for comparison because outcome of all nests could
be considered (Miller and Johnson 1978).
Habitat improvements and electric fence predator
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exclosures were used to reduce nest losses due to floodinq
and provide protection fro. mamaalian predators,
respectively. Nest monitorinq inside electrio fenoes was
oonduoted on foot to reduoe ATV activity and qive ne.tinq
birds a disturbance-free perception of improvements and
surroundinq areas inside fences. Plat-soled shoes
(slippers) were worn on the alkaline flat beoause heeled
shoes leave deep tracks visible to .ammalian and avian
predators.
Habitat improvements implemented durinq this study
included: 12 qravel mounds and 2. wooden T's in 1995 and 100
wooden T's in 1996--all placed within the oonfines of the
20-ha electric fenced area located in strata D. Wooden T's
were implemented in this stUdy to provide miorohabitat to
supplement the absence of natural debris. Wooden T's were
constructed from standard Scm x 10cm boards cut and fastened
in a .5cm x 20cm "Til confiquration to provided two 900
corners as potential nest sites by terns (Piq. 2). Wooden
T's were anchored flat-side to the substrate by 3" nails
(head down). Wooden T's were oriented four to a group (25
qroups) about 30 m apart in a confiquration to identify if
wind direction influenced nest site selection (Pig. 3).
Two-dimensional painted least tern decoys were used
experimentally to assess attractiveness and ability to
influence colony site selection. Least tern decoys have
been used with some effectiveness (Kotliar and Burger 198.).
Fifteen pairs of decoys were used inside the 4.5-ha electric
fenced area in 1995 and inside the 2.-ha electric fenced
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area in 1996--fences in strata A. Decoy orientation
differed between years.
Nesting platforms were constructed inside the 4.5-ha
electric fenced area in 1996 to encourage terns to nest off
the substrate safe from sheet-flooding. Least terns have
been documented roof nesting (pisk 1975, Gore and Kinnison
1991). Two 1.2 m2 platforms, one 0.8 m in height and the
other 1.2 m in height were erected inside the 4.5 ha
electric fence predator exclosure. Gravel and sand
substrates were added to provide open soil/sand
microhabitat.
Microhabitat features were recorded for all nests after
discovery to ascertain differences in nesting success by
microhabitat type. Microhabitat categories included nests
located 1) ~5 cm from driftwood debris, 2) ~5 cm from other
debris types (e.g. hay, glass, bone), 3) in open soil/sand,
4) on/near man-made habitat improvements (plowed ridges,
gravel mounds, wooden T's, platforms), and 5) other (e.g.,
near live vegetation or selenite crystal outcroppings).
Substrate texture was recorded for open soil/sand nests in
1996 because substrate differences can influence nesting
success (Carreker 1985).
The Colony Point Count (CPC) census method (Butto et
ale 1986, Verner 1985) was used to ascertain peak numbers of
breeding least tern pairs at salt Plains NWR in 1995 and
1996. Schweitzer (1994) concluded that the CPC vas the best
census method to ascertain abundance of breeding least tern
pairs on the alkaline flat compared to the variable circular
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plot and Purdue census aethods. The CPC census is a t'i.ed-
radius point count technique that enables the researcher to
move quickly between points and minimize disturbance and
overcounting (Butto et al. 1986, Verner 1985). Additional
methodological information on the CPC method with least
terns at Salt Plains NWR is provided by Schweitzer (1994).
In 1995 and 1996, the CPC method was conducted with slight
modification; non-stationary census points were used because
nesting sites within each nesting season changed in response
to flooding or predation.
In 1995 and 1996, nests ~1500 m trom the selenite
crystal digging area were mapped for the sixth consecutive
year to plot least tern nest site-selection in response to a
rotating public use area, and changing water availability.
Selenite crystal digging units were established south ot
Clay Creek and pUblic use rotated annually between units.
Clay Creek water availability differed between years.
RESULTS
precipitation from 1 May through 31 July varied trom
50.6 em in 1995 (wet year) to 28.5 em in 1996 (dry year).
Climate and lake level differences occurred between the 1995
and 1996 nesting season (Table 1).
In 1995, the ATV was launched 68 times; 43 times at
north launch and 25 times at crystal dig launch. In 1996,
the ATV was launched 56 times; 37 times at north launch and
19 times at crystal dig launch. A total of 105 days and 417
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ATV hours was spent on the alkaline flat durinq both years
constructinq habitat improvements and conductinq neat
monitorinq, censusinq, bandinq, and other research
activities (Table 2).
Nests were monitored every 1-6 days (~ =2.58 ± 0.88
S.E.) in 1995 and every 1-7 days (~ =2.71 ± 0.92 S.E.) in
1996 until hatching or outcome was determined. Nests were
checked 398 times an average of 3.62 visits per nest before
outcome was determined in 1995 and 472 times an aV8raqe of
4.72 visits per nest before outcome was determined in 1996.
Nests on the alkaline flat were concentrated near the
seasonally emphemeral streams (Boyd 1990).
A total of 233 least tern nests was monitored to
completion at Salt Plains NWR in this study. Least terns
were recorded nesting at 26 sites on the alkaline flat in
1995 and at 32 sites in 1996. Least terns averaged 2.14
8qgS per clutch (Table 3). June had the most nestinq
activity both years, which paralleled the findings of Hill
(1985) and utych (1993). Of all monitored nests, 66% in
1995 and 84% in 1996 were located in June.
Hayfield Hethod determined nesting success was 29% in
1995 and 37% in 1996, and apparent nesting success was 26%
in 1995 and 33% in 1996 (Table 4). Although no statistical
differences were identified during any year using the
Hayfield Hethod, Mayfield Method estimates and apparent
nesting success were higher inside versus outside electric
fence predator exclosures in 1996 (Table 4).
Hatching success of least terns was 0.55 chicks pair- 1
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in 1995 (64 hatchlings from 117 nests; 29 banded) and 0.58
chicks pair-1 in 1996 (67 hatchlings from 116 nests; 36
banded). Although fledgling success was not determined, it
was presumably lower than hatching success because ot
timeliness of flooding and coyote predation both years.
Apparent nest losses from flooding aooounted for 42% of
all nests in 1995 (wet year) and 30% of all nests in 1996
(dry year). In 1995, only three of 31 nests hatohed inside
the 24-ha electric fenced areas, mostly due to flooding.
Nest translocation to prevent flooding loss has been
successful in sYmpatric species of least terns (Prellwitz et
ale 1995).
Nest numbers and relative occurrence of predation
(highest to lowest) by strata changed from strata A, D, B,
E, C in 1995 to strata C, E, B, D, A in 1996. However,
strata B, E, and C had no predation in 1995; 11 of 12
predated nests (92%) occurred in strata A. Mammalian
predators, specifically coyotes (Canis latrans) continued to
periodically devastate nests each year. A striped skunk
(Mephitis mephitis) meandered directly to and predated a
monitored open soil/sand least tern nest in strata C in
1996.
Least terns nested near driftwood debris most
frequently in 1995 (56%) and second most frequently in 1996
(35%) (Table 6). Nests near other debris types were rarely
observed in 1995 (11%) but frequently encountered in 1996
(47%), specifioally hay debris from the reservoir. seventy-
five percent of all nests observed both years occurred near
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debris. Nests in open soil/sand represented 17.5% of all
nests monitored for both years with 43.5% apparent nesting
success--much higher than resulted from nests associated
with other microhabitat types (Table 6). Open soil/sand was
the dominant microhabitat type available in strata D, whioh
had the highest mean nesting suooess for both years using
Mayfield Method estimates and was closest to the selenite
crystal digging area in an area largely devoid of driftwood
and other debris. Apparent nesting suooess for open
soil/sand nests did not differ signifioantly by substrate
texture in 1996 (! = 0.19, P > 0.5).
Ose of man-made habitat improvements by least terns
inside eleotrio fenoe predator exolosures was 10% of all
monitored nests in 1995 and 4% of all monitored nests in
1996. Least terns did not nest on gravel mounds inside the
20-ha fenoe, although snowy plovers did (n = 3). In 1995, a
single wooden T established during Koenen's study (1995)
provided microhabitat for two suooessful least tern nests
inside the 4.5-ha eleotric fence. In this study, wooden T's
were not used by two least tern pairs nesting inside the 20-
ha electrio fenoe in 1995, but in 1996 three of four least
tern nests inside the 20-ha fenoe were near wooden T's.
Nest site orientation and outcome near wooden T's was
recorded (Fig. 4). Nests near wooden T's had 33% apparent
nesting suooess in 1996.
Deooys inside eleotric fenoes did not attraot more
least terns than fenoes without deooys. Relative
distribution of nest sites in strata A differed eaoh year
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seemingly unifluenced by decoys and more by water
availability. Least terns were observed resting ~3 II frOID
decoys on several occasions in early nesting season during
both years. Decoys did not exclude terns fro. nesting
inside fences.
Nesting platforms were available for nesting terns in
1996 but were not used. A single scrape was observed in the
1.2 II platform in early July but no nesting occurred.
In 1995, maximum absolute counts of 41 least tern pairs
were observed on 22 June using the CPC census method. with
30 (± 5.66 S.E.) fixed census points and about 212 ha
censused, this corresponded to 0.39 terns ha- 1 • Daily
census counts ot flushed terns, conducted independently ot
the CPC census, revealed 61 least tern pairs between 22 June
and 4 July 1995--the interval between the first and second
CPC census. Assuming these terns had been censused by CPC
over the same number of fixed points, this would have
corresponded to 0.58 terns ha- 1 • On 5 July 1995, 36 least
tern pairs were censused using the CPC, and on 21 July, 38
pairs were censused. In 1996, maximum absolute counts of 58
least tern pairs occurred on 14 June using the CPC census,
or 0.55 terns ha-1 in 1996. On 2 July 1996, 55 least tern
pairs were censused using the CPC and on 18 July, 34 pairs
were censused. No daily census counts revealed more than 58
pairs of least terns in 1996.
Ring-billed gulls (Larus delawarensis) were neWly
documented avian predators responsible for several snowy
plover nest failures inside and outside electric fences at
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Salt Plains NWR in 1995 and 1996 (Chapter 3), and suspected
predators of terns based on direct observations, tracks, and
yolk stains near nestcups (Table 5). A diurnal great horned
owl (Bubo virqinianus) was sighted and observed on the
alkaline flat on two occasions in 1995 although no predation
was observed. OWl pellet.s were found inside the 4. 5-ha
electric fence in strata A in 1995. A peregrine falcon
(Falco pereqrinus) was observed in flight-pursuit and nearly
caught an adult snowy plover on the alkaline flat in 1996.
Their impact on least terns is not known.
Least tern nest locations were measured and mapped in
relation to the center of the active selenite crystal
digging unit to document six consecutive years of nesting
(Koenen 1995) (Fig. 5) with reference to proximity and
availability of water in Clay Creek in 1995 and 1996 (Pig.
6), which gives insight into all years when considering
rainfall. Least terns rarely used active or unused digging
sites except in 1993 when digging activity was conducted in
the southernmost unit farthest from Clay Creek. Also, 1993
was a wet year (e.g., Mississippi River flooded) when Clay
Creek exceeded its banks and inundated nesting sites used in
previous years by least terns. Again in 1995, relatively
high creek levels resulted in least terns n.esting farther
south with more nests close to the active digging unit than
was observed during previous years, except in 1993 (Fig. 5).
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DISCUSSION
Climatic conditions varied widely between years
influencing nesting success of least terns. Previous
researchers have experienced similar variations in climate
between years while stUdying least terns at Salt Plains NWR
(Koenen 1995, utych 1993).
We should be concerned about public perception of ATV
activity on the alkaline flat to monitor endangered species,
because ATV activity could have a negligible impact on
nesting species at salt Plains NWR. The favored north
launch may be incompatible with the shorebird observation
area scheduled for completion in 1997. Additionally, the
crystal dig launch may not be an appropriate site to
initiate research activities, as in the past. The old
observation tower site along the western boundary provides
the best offload and load location for initiating ATV
activity--keeping recreation-like disturbance and pUblic use
misinterpretations minimized.
The alkaline flat is often windy, which makes
traditional note-taking cumbersome. Therefore, a
microcassette recorder was used during nest monitoring in
this stUdy. A microcassette recorder can be used while
moving atop an ATV, keeps one had free, and increases
research capabilities (Hart et a1. 1993, Taoka et ale 1989).
Drawbacks to using microcassette recorders do exist; they
can fail (battery powered), are not resistant to the
elements, and verbal information must later be transcribed--
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a beneficial drawback because pertinent anoillary
information often caae to mind during transcription further
increasing research capabilities.
contrary to Mayfield's claim that apparent nesting'
success often overestimates true success (Mayfield 1961;
1975), we found apparent nesting success higher than
Mayfield Method estimates in only three of 16 group
comparisons (Table 4). An advantage of using the Mayfield
Method includes using fragments of nest monitoring
information in calculating nesting success using exposure
(Mayfield 1961; 1975). However, in our study, only 53% of
all nests monitored in 1995 and 59% ot all nests monitored
in 1996 could be used to calculate nesting success using the
Mayfield Method (Table 4). This method excluded nearly one-
half of the potential nesting information because nests .ere
required to be resighted ~1 time to be included. Bvidence
of flooding, predation and hatching on the initial visit
(discovery) were not included in Mayfield Method
calculations. Apparent nesting success results .ere
included tor all comparisons in addition to the Mayfield
Method because all nests discovered could be inoluded in the
nesting success computations, possibly providing a better
look at overall nest losses. strata were selected based on
regional distribution and fluvial patterns of nesting
Charadriiformes in 1995 and did not change between years
although nesting sites increased in 1996.
Average clutch size in 1995 and 1996 (2.14) was lower
than the 2.62 eggs per clutch reported by Hill (1985) for
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least tern nests at Salt Plains NO in 1982-84. Itoenen and
Leslie (1996) found little differences in eggshell
thicknesses of least tern eggs in 1993-1994 to measur..ents
made prior to DDT use, suggesting contamination was not
responsible for reduced nesting success. Although egg
production was lower in ou.r study, it remained well within
the mean clutch size for least terns reported by Bent (1963)
and Sutton (1967).
productivity estimates of least terns at Salt Plains
NWR have been consistently lower than 0.6 fledglings pair-1
(Rill 1993). Fancher (1992) reported that consecutive years
with less than 0.7 fledglings pair-1 would result in a net
decline in the local population. Therefore, it is
critically important that future studies assess the true
annual fledgling productivity of least terns at Salt Plains
NWR and identify if the alkaline flat acts as an ecological
sink (Rowe et ale 1991, Pulliam 1988) for nesting birds.
In the past, researchers have defined least tern
colonies differently at Salt Plains NWR (Koenen 1995,
Schweitzer 1994). A "colony" refers to the location of a
breeding area, where colony members share the same foraging
and roosting areas, and the same general nesting areas; and
a "site" refers to the location of a discrete and contiguous
group of nesting birds (Caffrey 1994). In the past,
researchers have used the terms "colony" and "site"
interchangeably regarding least terns at Salt Plains NWR.
Based on definitions, only one least tern colony exists at
Salt Plains NWR and utilizes numerous nesting sites on the
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alkaline flat.
A difference in micro,habitat use by nesting least terns
was noted between years. Driftwood debris was the dominant
microhabitat type observed near nests in 1995, but other
debris types (dead vegetation) were .ost frequently noted in
1996. This change in use may have been influenced by the
August 1995 flood that raised the reservoir level depositing
erodible hay from Ralston Island onto the flat, creating new
nesting habitat for least terns in 1996.
Rests in open soil/sand represented ~20% of all
monitored nests for terns for both years, but the relative
proportion of use for this microhabitat category may have
been underestimated due to diffiCUlty in locating nests in
the open. Although not statistically significant, higher
apparent nesting success for open soil/sand nests compared
to other microhabitat types vas biologically significant
because it suggested that habitat improvements implemented
since 1990 (ridges, gravel mounds, wooden T's and platforms)
may promote reduced nesting success because they are visible
and attractive to predators.
Differences in least tern use inside and outside
electric fences between years was highly variable: oil nests
inside fences in 1995 (wet year) and 8 nests inside fences
in 1996 (dry year). The poor nesting success in 1995 vas
likely due to the untimely nature of major flooding events
that coincided with colony arrival. Also, tern nesting
inside electric fences in strata A was highest in 1995 when
the West branch of the Salt Fork Arkansas River (Fig. 1)
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exceeded its banks making j;uxtaposition of fences favorable
to least tern nest site selection (close to vater). When
drought conditions persisted in 1996, the West branch of the
Salt Fork Arkansas River was distant from Strata A fences.
The differences in least tern use inside and outside
electric fences in Strata A supports our hypothesis that
least terns selected nest sites near vater aore than near
habitat iaprovements. In Strata 0, nest sites vere
consistently found in close proximity to vater but varied in
distance from human activity by year (Fig. 5). Future
research should focus on monitoring the level of the
Arkansas River in relation to least tern nesting inside
electric fences in Strata A, and the level of Clay Creek in
relation to least tern nesting inside the electric fence in
Strata 0, in addition to continued mapping of nests in
proximity to the crystal digging units.
Although the total number of breed.ing pairs c.nsused
using CPC differed only slightly between years, terns
arrived, initiated, and completed nesting earlier in 1996.
Nest initiation in 1995 may have been delayed due to
repeated inundation of former nesting sites. Our CPC census
values in 1995 (0.39 terns ha- l ) and 1996 (0.55 terns ha- l )
were similiar to Schweitzer's (1994) findings in 1993 (0.38
terns ha- l ). Four CPC censuses per nesting season at 2-week
intervals were recommended by Schweitzer (1994), but only 3
could be completed during each year of this stUdy. Future
CPC censuses shou.ld be conducted weekly during the month of
June to ascertain peak use by breeding least tern pairs and
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reduce the potential for census bias (Thompson 1986).
Koenen (1995) and Hill (1985) docu.ented coyotes
(canids) as the sole mammalian predator at salt Plains NWR.
coyotes may become conditioned to associate ATV trails,
footprints, and 30 em dowels (nest markers) with least tern
nests. Precautions aqainst predators is needed.
Avian predators were Dot identified as a threat to
least terns at Salt PlaiDS HWR durinq nest monitoring from
1982 throuqh 1985 (Hill 1985) or in 1991 and 1992 (utych
1993). However, Koenen et al. (1996~) documented rinq-
billed qulls (Larus delawarensis) as predators on artificial
nests of Japanese quail (coturnix coturnix) on the alkaline
flat. Nocera and Kress (1996) dooumented qulls predatinq
terns at niqht and Maxson et al. (1996) documented rinq-
billed qulls usurp tern colony sites despite deterrents.
Nonetheless, avian predation is a recently documented
phenomenon at Salt Plains NWR.
Great horned owls and barred owls (strix varia) have
been identified as predators on least tern chicks and adults
(Kirsch 1996, Renken and Smith 1995, Wilson et al. 1993) and
other terns (Morris and wiqqins 1986, Nisbet 1975). Koenen
(1995) suspected qreat horned owls were predators on terns
inside electric fences. Findinqs from colatteral research
efforts on striqidae distribution, relative abundance, and
habitat associations suqqest qreat horned owls may be
predators, but barred owls are not a threat to least terns
or other species nestinq on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains
NWR (Chapter 1).
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strata-specific predation differences between years
demonstrated the parallel and dYDaaic nature of least tern
nest site-selection and behavior of predators on the
alkaline flat, suggesting no particular strata is
consistently more or less vulnerable to predation. .e
hypothesize that predator distribution is likely influenced
more by site-selection of nesting least terns each year than
by preference for a particular foraging site. However, W8
suspect juxtaposition to cover is important to mammalian
predators at Salt Plains NWR (Koenen et ale 1996A).
Flooding events were common in 1995 and resulted in
high stream levels along clay Creek that coincided with
least terns nesting near the active selenite crystal digging
unit (Fig. 6). Drought conditions persisted summer 1996,
reducing Clay Creek to small intermittent pools causing
least terns to nest farther from the active digging unit,
and demonstrating their affinity to water. Happing of least
tern nests in relation to the active selenite orystal
digging area for six consecutive years revealed that nest
site-selection and electric fence use was influenced by
water availability, specifically creek levels during nest
initiation, more than from human disturbance or near habitat
improvements. We hypothesize that least tern behavior (nest
site-selection) is influenced more by proximity of water
during nest initiation than by a predetermined distance from
human activity.
In this study, natural factors (predation and flooding)
continued to threaten recovery efforts for endangered
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interior least terns at Salt Plains NWR. Predation ia the
most consistently documented natural factor responsi~le for
nest losses in least terns at Salt Plaina NWR, ~ut sheet-
floodinq is the most d.evastatinq (Boyd 1990, Grover and
Knopf 1982, Koenen 1995). Decoys did not attract more terns
into fences than fences without decoys. The sixth
consecutive year of nest monitorinq (1995) revealed that
avian predators, specifically rinq-billed qulls, can have
pernicious effects on nestinq birds at Salt Plains NWR, and
man-made ha~itat improvements inside electric fences may
attractant this predator. However, electric fences
prevented mammals from predatinq least tern nests inside
fences in 1996.
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TABLE 1. Climate and lake level ranges for Salt Plains Hational wildlife Refuge and Great Salt Plains
Reservoir area collected daily by U.S. Aray Corps of Engineers, Great Salt Plains state Park, Jet,




temp. (C) precip. levela
Month Min Max (em) Low High
May 3 30 16.69 343.27 344.20
June 12 31 24.15 343.18 344.81
July 15 42 9.72 343.03 343.49
1996
Air 'rota1 Lake
temp. (C) precip. levela
Min Max (ca) Low High
3 40 4.74 342.93 343.04
12 37 13.46 342.95 343.17
15 43 10.31 342.87 344 .18
UI
N
aLake level ranges given in meters above sea level~ readings collected daily at 0800 hr.
r
~
TABLE 2. All-terrain vehicle (ATV) activity conducted between 15 May and 15 August in 1995 and 1996
on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains National wildlife Refuge, Oklahoaa, to construct habitat
iaprov..ents and monitor nesting success of least terns, snowy plovers, Aaerican avocet., and
black-necked stilts.
No. days Total Total Visits per day Visit duration (hr)
Year on flat visits hours I SD I SD
1995 56 68 250.58 1.21 0.41 3.69 1.58
1996 49 56 166.17 1.14 0.41 2.97 1.55
Both years 105 124 416.75 1.18 0.41 3.33 1.57
CJ'I
w
--- - ---- ----.-. ............. -..----~......~r~--.ea;- _ _ _
,
TABLE 3. Clutch sizes and nestinq success coaparisons for least terns at Salt Plains National




1 2 3 :! SD N eqqs successa success
1995 19 54 33 2.13 0.69 106 226 26 29.09
1996 13 59 28 2.15 0.63 100 215 33 37.36
Both years 32 113 .61 2.14 0.66 206 441 30 33.68
VI
~AppareDt nesting success represented as percent hatched (%) of all nests aDnitored.
.... Mayfield Method estimates of nestinq success froa exposure (Mayfield 1961; 1975) •
r
TABLE 4. Nest success, confidence intervals, and losses by strata, inside and outside electric fence
predator exclosures, and cuaulatively by year for least terns on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains



















































































































































































































:Nesting success calculated fro. exposure using the Mayfield Method (Mayfield 1961; 1975).
Apparent nesting success (Percent of total) using all observed nesting inforaation.
CHest losses from wind, and abandoned or addled eggs.
---- -_ ... -._---
TABLE 5. Documented predators by class, year, and location
(inside vs. outside electric fences) impactinq least terns
nestinq on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains National Wildlife
Refuqe, Oklahoma, in 1995 and 1996.
Predator
Mammal Avian Unknown n
Year Location
1995 Inside .{ 4 0 8
outside .{ 3 0 7
1996 Inside a 1 a 1
Outside 11a 5 2 8
1995-96 Inside .{ 5 a 9
outside 15 8 2 5
aIncludes a sinqle nest lost to a striped skunk (Mephitis
mephitis)
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TABLE 6. Percent use and apparent nesting success by
microhabitat type for least terns at Salt Plains National





































































































































aNests < Scm from driftwood debris (Dl).
bNests ~ 5cm from other debris (hay, glass, bone) (D2).
CNests in open soil/sand (0).
dNests on man-made elevation (ridges, mounds,
abandoned military road) (E).
eNesta near live vegetation or selenite crystal
outcroppinqs (U).
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Fig. 1. Location of least tern nesting strata, electric
fence predator exclosures, and ephemeral streams on tbe
alkaline flat at Salt Plains National wildlife Refuge,











Fiq. 2. Wooden T dimensions constructed to provide 2-90
deqree corners for potential least tern nest sites and
location of nails to anchor T's on the alkaline flat
inside electric-fence predator exclosures at Salt





Fig. 3. Wooden T orientation and configuration for 25
groups of four T's anchored inside the 20-ha electric-
fence predator exclosure at salt Plains National














Fig. 4. Nest site-selection and outcome for least tern
nests near wooden T's inside the 20-ha electric-fence
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Fig. 5. Mapping of least tern nests ~1500 m from active
selenite crystal digging areas for six consecutive
years (Koenen 1995) to identify site-selection in
relation to rotating public use at Salt Plains National



























Fig. 6. Mapping of least tern nests ~1500 m from the active
selenite crystal digqinq areas in relation to location
and availability of water in clay Creek at Salt Plains
National wildlife Refuqe, Oklahoma, in 1995 and 1996
(Note approximate location of Clay Creek in relation to
the 1994 crystal digginq area and re-examine Fig. 5.).
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Chapter III
BREEDING ECOLOGY OF SNOWY PLOVERS AT SALT PLAINS
NATIONAL WILDLIPE REPUGE IN NORTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA
The inland population of the western snowy plover
(Charadrius alexandrinus) was listed as a category 2 species
in 1991 (o.s. pish and wildl. Serve 1991) and delisted in
1995 (o.s. Fish and wildl. Serve 1995). The coastal
population of snowy plovers was listed as threatened in 1993
(u.S. Fish and wildl. Serve 1993). snowy plovers are more
abundant inland than at coastal sites (Wilson 1986, page et
al. 1995). Salt Plains National wildlife Refuge (NWR)
annually supports a breeding population of inland western
snowy plovers.
The breeding ecology of snowy plovers on the alkaline
flat at salt Plains NWR in northcentral Oklahoma has been
intensively studied (Sutton 1967, Purdue 1976, Grover and
Knopf 1982, Hill 1985, utych 1993, Koenen et al. 1996A).
Previous research focused on adaptations (Purdue 1976),
habitat requirements, breeding success (Grover and Knopf
1982, Grover and Grover 1982, Hill 1985, otych 1993, Koenen
et al. 1996~), and efficacy of electric-fence predator
exclosures and habitat improvements, and the compatibility
of a public-use area in nesting habitat (otych 1993, Koenen
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1995, Koenen et ale 1996~). Ploodinq, predation, and hail
storms are natural factors that continue to reduce annual
productivity in snowy plovers at Salt Plains HWR (Grover and
Knopf 1982, Bill 1985, Schweitzer 1994, Koenen et ale
1996~).
The objectives of this study were to: 1) determine
site-specific nestinq success of snowy plovers on the
alkaline flat at Salt Plains NWRi 2) quantify microhabitat
features associated with nest site selection; 3) monitor use
and efficacy of electric-fence predator exclosures and
habitat improvements on the alkaline flat; and 4) assess the
variability of rainfall on the alkaline flat compared to
nearby areas. The primary qoal of research in 1995-96 vas
to identify sites and/or microhabitat types with
significantly higher nesting success to support future
management decisions regarding placement of habitat
improvements--information requiring intensive monitoring and
unobtainable from aerial surveys (Base 1985).
STUDY AREA AND METHODS
Salt Plains HWR is located in Alfalfa county in
northcentral Oklahoma (36°45'N, 98°15'.). A S09S-ha
alkaline flat, located along the western one-third of the
refuge, provides nesting habitat for snowy plovers,
endanqered interior least terns (sterna antillarum),
American avocets (Recurvirostra americana), and black-necked




crystal digging froa 1 April to 15 Octo~er annually. Peak
digging coincided with the snowy plover ~reeding season but
had ainima1 impact (utych 1993, Koenen 1995). Researcher
access onto the alkaline flat has ~een facilitated ~y an
all-terrain vehicle (ATV) (otych 1993, Schveitzer 1994,
Koenen 1995).
Nests on the alkaline flat vere located and monitored
~etveen 15 May and 15 August in 1995 and 1996. Nests vere
concentrated along the seasonally ephemeral streams (Boyd
1990). Nests vere marked with 30-em dowels placed a~out 10
m from the nestcup (Koenen 1995, otych 1993) and monitored
until hatching or outcome was determined. Nests vere
monitored during crepuscular hours to minimize heat stress
to adults and eggs (Dryer and Dryer 1985, Hill 1985). Egg
status vas recorded on all visits, and a nest was recorded
as successful if ~1 egg hatched (Mayfield 1961; 1975). The
relative abundance and distribution of snowy plover breeding
pairs were based on number of nests monitored ~y strata,
because nest searching effort vas uniform and snowy plovers
seldom renest in the same area after nest completion (Paton
1995). Apparent nesting success (percent of successful
nests) vas compared with nesting success using 95%
confidence intervals (Johnson 1979) from Mayfield Method
estimates (Mayfield 1961; 1975). comparisons were made: 1)
by strata; 2) inside versus outside electric fence predator
exc10sures; and 3) cumulatively between years.
Areas of snowy plover nesting vere divided into 5
strata from N-S (A thru E), as influenced by the regional
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distribution of nests on the alkaline flat «Piq. 1). We
wanted to identify if any reqion on the alkaline flat had
statistically hiqher nestinq success. Xicrohabitat features
adjacent to each nest on the flat were recorded upon nest
discovery to identify microhabitat-specific differences in
nestinq success. Microhabitat features included nests: 1)
<5 cm from driftwood debris; 2) ~5 cm from other debris
types (i.e., hay, bon,e, metal, qlass, etc.); 3) in open
soil/sand; 4) on elevated man-made habitat improvements
(plowed ridqes, qravel mounds, and wooden T's) implemented
since 1990 (Chapter 2); and 5) near live veqetation.
Habitat improvements at Salt Plains NWR (plowed ridqes
and qravel mounds) have been used by snowy plovers in the
past (Koenen 1995, utych 1993) but have not provided added
protection aqainst floodinq (Koenen et al. 1996~). Wooden
T's were used in 1995 and 1996 to supplement fenced sites
lackinq debris. Tventy-four wooden T'S were used in 1995
and an additional 100 were used in 1996 inside a 20-ha
electric fence in Strata D. Three electric-fence predator
exclosures (4.5-ha and 24-ha in Strata A; 20-ha in strata D)
encompassed the habitat improvements on the flat and have
provided protection aqainst mammalian predators,
specifically coyotes (Utych 1993, Koenen 1995). We
documented success of nests inside versus outside electric-
fence predator exclosures in this stUdy. Substrate texture
(soft versus hard soil/sand) also was recorded for nests in
open soil/sand in 1996 because substrate differences have
influenced nestinq success in sympatric species (Carreker
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1985). with inforaation on .ite-specifio nesting sucoess,
plac..ent of future habitat improv..ents and eleotrio fenoe.
could occur in the most beneficial region of the flat.
RESULTS
Four hundred and fifteen snowy plover nests were
monitored to completion in 1995 and 1996 on the alkaline
flat at Salt Plains HWR. Snowy plovers nested in a clumped
distribution at 30 sites throughout the alkaline flat in
1995 and 45 sites in 1996. Snowy plover nests were
monitored every 1-7 days in 1995 (~ = 2.51; S.B. = 0.83),
and every 1-6 days in 1996 (I =2.69; S.B. =0.92). Snowy
plovers averaged 2.66 eggs per clutch (S.B. =0.62) in 1995
(wet year), and 2.83 eggs per clutch (S.E. =0.46) in 1996
(dry year) (Table 1). June was the month of highest nesting
activity during both years (55% in 1995 and 66% in 1996),
consistent with Hill (1985) and utych (1993). Snowy plover
chicks were banded by protocol of the Bird Banding
Laboratory and U.s. Fish and Wildlife service each year--34
in 1995 and 56 in 1996.
Number of nests monitored by strata (high-low) changed
from strata D (78), B (71), A (58), C (17), E (14) in 1995
to strata C (63), D (42), B (38), A (17), E (17) in 1996
(Table 2). Statistical differences in nesting success were
not significant by strata, inside versus outside electric
fences, or cumulatively between years based on 95%
confidence intervals around Hayfield estimates (~ <
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0.05) (Table 2). Rovever, apparent nesting succeaa vaa
substantially higher in strata C and D in 1995, and A, D, B,
and inside electric fences in 1996, than at otber ait.a
(Table 1).
Hayfield eatiaates of nesting success and apparent
nesting success vere 37% in 1995, and nesting succe.s
averaged 58\ (Hayfield Hethod) and 51% (apparent nesting
success) in 1996 (Table 2). Hayfield estimatea of auccess
were higber than apparent nesting succesa percentagea in 50%
of all posaible comparisons during both years (Table 2).
Microhabitat-specific nesting success and relative
abundance were recorded for both years (Tabl.3). Nesta
located ~5 cm from driftwood debris were observed vith the
highest frequency in 1995 (34\) and were third most common
in 1996 (23\). Nests located ~5 cm from dead vegetation
(hay) debris) (39\) and in the open (28\) were the most
observed nesting microhabitats in 1996. Neats ~5 cm from
all debris types were observed 46\ of the time in 1995 and
62\ of the time in 1996 (Table 3).
Open soil/sand nests were observed at 24\ of all
monitored nests for both years. In 1996, we found that 21
of 33 (64\) nests were on hard open soil/sand substrate
(clay) and 36\ were on soft open soil/sand substrate (sand).
Snowy plover nests in hard soil experienced 54\ apparent
nesting success, and nests in soft sand experienced 31\
apparent nesting success in 1996.
Use of man-made habitat improvements declined from 27%
of all nests in 1995 to 10% of all nests in 1996 (Table 3).
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Snowy plovers often nested on gravel mound. and ridge. but
did not use wooden T's in 1995 and u.ed only 3 wooden T's in
1996. Mayfield estimates were higher for nests inside
electric fences than outside during both years; 10% higher
in 1995 and 4% higher in 1996 (Table 2). However, nesting
success has not been significantly higher inside fences than
at unfenced sites (Koenen 1995) when co.paring large sample.
using the Mayfield Method. Nests on man-made habitat
improvements and ~S cm from driftwood debris encountered the
highest predation in 1995, and nests ~s cm from other debris
types encountered the highest predation in 1996.
Predation by strata (high to low) changed from strata A
(12), B (10), D (S), C (2), B (0) in 1995 to strata C (10),
B (6), D (4), E (3), A (0) in 1996 (Table 1). In 1995, 12
of 70 nests (17%) inside electric-fence ezclosures were
predated (10 by avian predators), and 17 of 168 nests (10%)
outside exclosures were predated (7 by avian
predators) (Table 4). In 1996, no nests were predated inside
electric-fence predator exclosures, but 23 of 160 nests
(14%) were predated outside exclosures (14 by mammals, 4 by
avian predators, and S from unknown predators) (Table 4).
Nest visibility increased with duration and frequency of
rainfall because the substrate darkened exposing eggs.
Ring-billed qulls (Larus delawarensis) were observed
preying on snowy plover eggs on 24 July (inside a 24-ha
electric fence) and 30 July in 1995, and on 13 July 1996,
and preying on eggs and chicks on 28 July 1995. The 30 July
1995 sighting was 3 h prior to a diurnal great horned owl
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sighting on the flat. Great horned ovls are potential
predators at Salt Plains NWR (C'hapter 1). Additionally, a
peregrine falcon (Falco pereqrinua) vaa o~aerved on .even
occasions on the alkaline flat during ~oth years and seen in
flight-pursuit, nearly capturing a snowy plover on 23 July
1996.
Plooding impacted snovy plover nests the most in strata
B (~ =31) an~ D (~ =33) in 1995 and in Strata B (~ =12)
and C (n =19) in 1996 (T~le 2). Nests lost to flooding
corresponded to strata with the .ost monitored nests
(relative use). Nests inside electric fences with habitat
improvements were afforded higher protection from flooding
in 1995 (29% nests loss inside versus 40% lost outside).
However, nest losses from flooding in 1996 were slightly
higher inside electric fences (29%) than outside fences
(25%) (Ta~le 2). A single rain event of 8.9 em destroyed 44
of 109 monitored nests (40%) on 16 June 1996.
precipitation totals from the USACB at Great Salt
Plains Dam during 1 May through 31 July varied from 50.6 em
in 1995 (wet year) to 28.5 em in 1996 (dry year). USACB
daily rainfall totals and our measurements on the flat in
Strata A were compared on 30 rain events for both years (16
in 1995; 14 in 1996). Significant differences in daily
rainfall amounts did exist between collection points in 1995
(~ =3.153, ~ < 0.005) and 1996 (~ = 2.717, ~ < 0.01).
Reservoir levels from May through July fluctuated during




No significant differences existed in nesting .ucoe••
for snowy plovers by strata or inside versus outside
eleotric fences using approximate 95% oonfidenoe interval.
for Mayfie.ld estimates (Johnson 1979), but differenoe. in
apparent nesting suocess by strata and inside versus out.,ide
fences did exist by year. Mayfield (1961; 1975) warned that
apparent nesting success often overestimates true suocess
and that bis method is advantageous because fraqaents of
nest-monitoring information can be incorporated into the
caloulation of nesting sucoess. Bowever, the Mayfield
Xethod does not inoorporate data from nests destroyed soon
after disoovery, whether lost from natural or human-induced
oauses. We included this information in our apparent
nesting suocess oalculations.
Washed out and predated eggs from non-monitored nests
(failed nests) and hatched chicks sighted (banded) ~500 m
from monitored nests (successful nests) were included in
calculations of apparent nesting success. We assumed washed
out and predated eggs or hatched chicks had an equal
likelihood of detection during nest-monitoring. Therefore,
we sugge.st that apparent nesting suocess calculations may be
more representative of true success in our stUdy because
more information was incorporated into the values.
Snowy plovers were more abundant throughout the
alkaline flat at Salt Plains NWR in 1995 (wet year) than in
1996 (dry year), as were American avocets (Recurvirostra
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americana) (Chapter 4), possibly due to insect availability.
strata delineations were influenced by nestinq 4istribution
of birds ,and not microhabitat types. strata D had the aost
nestinq SDOwy plovers in 1995 aDd the second most in 1996.
strata C was not explored as thorouqhly in 1995 as in 1996,
due to homoqeneity, unfaailiarity, and repeated inundation
of this central reqion of the alkaline flat. Based on our
aDalyses of nestinq success, strata 0 would be the most
appropriate location to implement future habitat
improvements or electric fences on the alkaline flat at Salt
Plains NWR.
Microhabitat types most commonly associated with nests
inclUded: 1) debris (ca. 50% of all nests), 2) open
soil/sand (25%), and 3) man-made habitat improvements (2S%).
Nests in hard open soil/sand (clay) were more successful
than nests in soft sand. Nests in soft sand were often in
areas recently flooded so were vulnerable to reinundation.
Snowy plovers readily nested on qravel mounds and
plowed ridges (elevated areas). Bowever, man-made habitat
improvements implemented since 1990 have afforded only
minimal protection from flooding (Koenen et al. 1996A).
Electric fences have afforded some protection against
mammalian predators (utych 1993, Koenen 1996A) but not from
avian predators. Ring-billed gulls were observed preying on
snowy plover nests in 1995 and 1996 for the first time at
Salt Plains NWR. Great horned owls were identified as
potential predators. In general, distribution of predators
was higher in strata with more nests. Predator impact was
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lower in strata C due to greater distance from vegetation
(Koenen et ale 1996b). Human activity (diggers) and an
increased use of nests in the open (difficult to see) may
have affected predation in strata C co.pared to other
strata.
In the past, climatological information (rainfall) on
the alkaline flat has been inferred from data collected from
Cherokee (11 km WSW) or Great Salt Plains Daa (11 ka
BSB) (Purdue 1976). significant differences in rainfall
totals confirmed that variation exists between sites.
Localized rain pulses that destroyed nests on the alkaline
flat were not always detected or accurately measured from
USACB collection points.
Nesting success in Strata D averaged 45% during both
years. Flooding and predation continued to limit
productivity in snowy plovers (Hill 1985, Boyd 1990, Koenen
1995). Ring-billed gulls were observed predating snowy
plover eggs and chicks for the first ti.e at Salt Plains
NWR, especially inside electric fences in 1995. Information
concerning impact by avian predators on fledging chicks is
needed to better access overall reproductive success. Also,
habitat improvements that protect nesting plovers from sheet
flooding without attracting predators are needed to increase
production of snowy plovers at salt Plains NWR. Rainfall
readings collected on the alkaline flat were significantly
different than nearby sources and helped explain widespread
nest loss on occasion.
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Habitat suitability index models:
Fish and wildl. Serve Biol. Rep.
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Table 1. Clutch size of snowy plover nests monitored at Salt Plains National
wildlife Refuge, Oklahoma, 1995 and 1996.
Year Clutch size
Total Percent
1 2 3 !f ~ SE eggs hatched
1995 14 33 131 178 2.657 0.62 473 31
Q)
0
461996 4 12 103 119 2.832 0.46 337
__l
TABLE 2. Nest successah , confidence intervals, and losses by strata (A-E), inside and outside electric
fence predator exclosures, and cumulatively for snowy plovers nesting on an alkaline flat at Salt Plains
National Wildlife Refuge, Oklahoma, 1995 and 1996.
strata Fences
A B C D E In Out All
1995
n 58 71 17 78 14 70 168 238
Successa 0.38 0.27 0.47 0.44 0.43 0.37 0.38 0.37
% Use 24.4 29.8 7.1 32.8 5.9 29.4 70.6 100.0
Predation 12 10 2 5 0 12 17 29
Flood 14 31 4 33 6 20 68 88
Otherc 10 11 3 6 2 12 20 32
~ b 24 26 6 36 6 31 67 98
Success 0.50 0.16 Q .17 0.45 0.40 0.44 0.34 0.37
95% C.L 0.32-0.77 0.07-0.39 0.02-1. 21 0.30-0.67 0.14-1.13 0.28-0.68 0.23-0.48 0.28-0.49
Predation 4 3 1 1 0 4 5 9
CD Flood 4 14 2 14 3 8 29 24... Otherc 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 3
1996
n 17 38 63 42 17 17 160 177
Successa 0.71 0.39 0.40 0.71 0.59 0.71 0.49 0.51
% Use 9.6 21.5 35.6 23.7 9.6 9.6 90.4 100.0
Predation 0 6 10 4 3 0 23 23
Flood 5 12 19 5 3 5 40 45
otherc 0 5 9 3 1 0 18 18
~ b 9 17 25 16 10 9 68 77
Success 0.61 0.44 0.40 0.83 0.85 0.61 0.57 0.58
95% C.1. 0.34-1.07 0.22-0.85 0.22-0.69 0.63-1.08 0.62-1.17 0.34-1.07 0.45-0.73 0.46-0.73
Predation 0 4 5 2 1 0 12 12
Flood 3 2 6 0 0 3 8 11
Otherc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
----
a Apparent nesting success (Percent of total) using all observed nesting inforaation.
b Nesting success calculated fro. exposure using the Mayfield Method (Mayfield 1961: 1975).
c Nest losses fro. wind, and abandoned or addled eggs.
TABLE 3. Microhabitat use and apparent nesting success by type and
year for snowy plovers on the alkaline flat at Salt Plains Mational


















































































































~Mest is located ~5 ca from driftwood debris
Mest is located ~5 ca from other debris (hay, glass, bone)
~~est is located in open sand
lNeat is located on man-made elevation (ridges, mounds, gravel road)
e Nest is located in association with other materials (cattle feces,
selenite crystals, inside driftwood, live vegetation)
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Table 4. Predation by species and year fo'r snowy plovers nesting in.ide
and outside electric fences on the alkaline flat at ,Salt Plains Mational
Wildlife Refuge, Oklahoaa, 1995 and 1996.
Year Location *_al Avian Uncertain n Total
nests
1995
Inside 1 10 1 12 70
OUtside 5 7 5 17 168
1996
Inside 0 0 0 0 17
Outside 14 4 5 23 160
Both years
Inside 1 10 1 12 88
Outside 19 11 10 40 328
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Figure 1. General location of the 5 strata (A thru E),
regionally selected from N-S and influenced by nesting
distribution of Charadriiformes on tbe alkaline flat at Salt




BREEDING ECOLOGY OF RECURVIROSTRIDAE AT
SALT PLAINS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE,
OKLAHOMA, 1995-1996
Nesting success and microhabitat use of American
avocets (Recurvirostra americana) and black-necked stilts
(Himantopus mexicanus) were monitored at Salt Plains
National wildlife Refuge (NWR) in northcentral Oklahoma in
1995 and 1996. American avocets have been monitored for 10
of the past 20 years at Salt Plains NWR (Grover and Grover
1982, Grover and Knopf 1982, Hill 1985, utych 1993, Koenen
1995), and the first nesting record for black-necked stilts
in Oklahoma was documented in 1993 (Koenen et a1. 1994).
American avocets and black-necked stilts nested in
association with endangered interior least terns (Sterna
antillarum) and snowy plovers (Charadrius alexandrinus) on
the 5,095-ha alkaline flat at Salt Plains NWR.
American avocet and black-necked stilt nests were
monitored between 5 June and 24 July 1995, and American
avocet nests were monitored between 17 May and 23 July 1996.
six pairs of black-necked stilts were repeatedly censused in
June and July 1995, and two black-necked stilt nests found
on 25 and 27 June were monitored to completion in 1995.
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Black-necked stilts did not nest at Salt Plains NWR in 1996
after nesting there for the three previous years (Koenen et
ale 1994).
Twenty-one American avocet nests and two black-necked
stilt nests were monitored to completion in 1995, and 26
American avocet nests were monitored to completion in 1996.
American avocet nests were concentrated at 9 sites
throughout the alkaline flat in 1995 and at 11 sites in
1996. Nests of both species were concentrated north of the
selenite crystal digging.area near Cottonwood creek in the
central region of the alkaline flat.
Host American avocet nests were located in June during
both years--87% in 1995 and 50% in 1996. Hodal clutch size
of American avocets was 4 eggs during both years, consistent
with Hill (1985). Hean clutch size during both years was
3.93 eggs (S.E. =0.25). Nest-monitoring intervals ranged
from 1-5 days in 1995 to 1-6 days in 1996 (X =2.65, 0.88
S.E.). Nests were visited an average ot 4.4 times before
outcome was determined for both years. Nesting success was
determined using 95% confidence intervals (Johnson 1979) for
Mayfield Method estimates (Mayfield 1961; 1975).
Microhabitat types were recor~ed for all monitored
Recurvirostridae nests on the alkaline flat. Microhabitat
types included: 1) nests near debris (D1; D2); 2) nests in
open soil/sand (0); 3) nests on elevated man-made habitat
improvements (i.e., plowed ridges, abandoned gravel road
(E); and 4) nests near live vegetation (R). Microhabitat-
specific nesting success was determined using apparent
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nestinq success (% of total observed nests).
Total observed nestinq success for American avocets
usinq the Mayfield Method (1961; 1975) was 58% in 1995 and
50% in 1996 (Table 1). Pourteen of 21 nests in 1995 and 17
of 26 nests in 1996 were used to calculate nestinq success
from exposure (Mayfield 1961). Hestinq sucoess of American
avocets usinq the Mayfield Method was siqnificant1y hiqher
in our study than: Hill (1985) reported in 1982; (8.4%);
1983 (17.1%); or Koenen (1995) reported in 1992 (7%); and
1993 (3.1%), at Salt Plains NWR. American avocets
experienced comparable nestinq success in 1991 (49%) (Koenen
1995) and in 1995 and 1996. The increased nestinq success
in recent years may be contributed to a decline in relative
abundance of American avocets since the early 1980's. Pewer
Amerioan avocets were widely dispersed with more resouroes
available per individual.
In 1995, 35% of all monitored American avocet nests
were found a10nq Cottonwood Creek with 88% apparent nestinq
success. In 1996, 73% of all monitored American avocet
nests were found a10nq Cottonwood Creek with only 26%
apparent nestinq success. In 1995, five American avocet
nests (24% of total observed) were monitored inside two
electric-fence predator exclosures located in the northern
reqion of the alkaline flat with 60% apparent nestinq
success. In 1996, no American avocet nests were located
inside electric-fence predator exclosures. No siqnifioant
differences in nestinq success were observed between nests
inside electric-fence predator exc10sures versus nests found
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outside exclosures in 1995 using Mayfield Method (Table 1).
Black-necked stilts were not observed nesting within the
electric-fence predator exclosures during any year.
Eleven American avocet nests were lost to flooding and
8 were lost to predation during both years (Table 2).
Predated nests were destroyed by coyotes (canis
latrans) (64%), and avian predators (presumably ring-billed
qulls (Larus delawarensis) (36%). One nest inside an
electric fence exclosure was avian-predated in 1995 (Table
3) •
Of the two black-necked stilt nests, 4 eggs
successfully hatched in one nest on 12 July, and 3 of 4 eggs
were successful in the second nest on 14 JUly. Black-necke~
stilts experienced 100% nesting success in 1995. Roenen
(1995) also documented black-necked stilts experiencing 100%
nesting success at Salt Plains NWR.
American avocet nests on elevated man-made habitat
improvements were the microhabitat type most observed in
1995 (47%) with 33% apparent nesting success (Table 2).
American avocet nests near: 1) debris, and 2) live
vegetation resulted in ~50% apparent nesting success in
1995, and nests: 1) near driftwood debris, and 2) on
elevated man-made habitat improvements resulted in ~50%
apparent nesting success in 1996 (Table 2). American avocet
nests near bay debris were observed most frequently in 1996
(50%) witb 45% apparent nesting success. American avocet
nests on elevated man-made habitat improvements had the
highest apparent nesting success with 67% in 1996 (Table 2).
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American avocet nests in open soil/sanG experienceG the
lowest overall apparent nesting success Guring both years
(0% in 1995 anG 25% in 1996) (Table 2). Bill (1985) observed
American avocets nesting near debris 63% of the time and in
open areas 37% of the time, but noted near equal nesting
success between microhabitat types. Black-necked stilts
experienced high nesting success in open soil/sand in 1995
(n = 2).
Other studies have found higher nesting success for
Charadriiformes in open areas (Page et ale 1985). Least
tern nests in 1995 anG 1996 at Salt Plains NWR experienced
higher apparent nesting success in association with open
soil/sand than near other microhabitat types (Chapter 2).
The reduced success for American avocet nests in open
soil/sand may be partially due to larger egg size or adult
behavior, both of which could attract predators (Simmons and
Crowe 1951).
Increased overall nesting success for American avocets
from 1985 to 1995 may be partially due to a decline in the
relative abundance in the nesting population of American
avocets at Salt Plains NWR, leaving more resources available
per nesting pair. Bill (1985) monitored 122 American avocet
nests in 1982 and 1983, and we monitered only 47 nests in
this stUdy, despite intensive nest searches.
Like least terns (Chapter 2) and snowy plovers (Chapter
3), American avocets initiated nesting earlier in 1996 (May
17) than in 1995 (June 5). Although the 1995 nesting season
was likely delayed by flooding, American avocets experienced
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higher apparent nesting success--possibly due to an
increased use of elevated man-made habitat improvements and
high apparent nesting success for nests assooiated with live
vegetation. Decadent vegetation dominated in 1996.
Blaok-necked stilts have been known to eXhibit strong
natal philopatry and moderate site tenaoity (James 1995).
The absence of nesting blaok-neoked stilts at Salt Plains
NWR in 1996 was unexpected. However, long distance
movements of Recurvirostridae have been documented (Robinson
and Oring 1996), often influenced by local environmental
conditions (Boettcher et ale 1995). The climatic
differences between 1995 (flood year) and 1996 (drought
year) likely caused the decline in relative abundance of
American avocets (and snowy plovers) in 1996, Which
coincided with fewer insects and invertebrates, reSUlting
from low vater. Black-necked stilts may have sought other
nesting areas as a result ot limited forage due to drought
in 1996.
Despite large eggs and body size, American avocets
overall experienced SUbstantially higher nesting success
than least terns (Chapter 2) and snowy plovers (Chapter 3),
sYmpatric breeders, on the alkaline flat in 1995 and 1996.
American avocet nest losses occurred from flooding and
predation in 1995 and 1996--natural factors limiting
productivity of all nesting birds at Salt Plains NWR.
Habitat improvements at Salt Plains NWR have increased
productivity in American avocets, although the local
popUlation has declined.
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Table 1. American avocet nesting success8 (Mayfield Method), approximate 95%
confidence intervalsb , and losses for all nests inside and outside electric fence










n 3 12 lS
Nest success8 0.77 0.50 0.58
95% C.I. b 0.45-1.00 0.26-0.92 0.49-1.00
Predation 0 2 2
Flooding 0 3 3
otherC 1 0 1
n 0 17 17
Nest Success8 - 0.50 0.50
95% C.I. b - 0.30-0.81 0.30-0.81
Predation - 5 5
Flooding - 3 3
otherC - 0 0
n 3 29 32
Nest Success8 0.77 0.50 0.53
95% C.I. b 0.45-1.00 0.33-0.73 0.38-0.75
Predation 0 7 7
Flooding 0 6 6
otherC 1 0 1
8Nesting success calculated using the Mayfield Method (Mayfield 1961; 1975).
b95% confidence intervals (C.I.) calcUlated from Mayfield esti.ates (Johnson 1979).
CNests lost from abandoned, wind-blown, or unknown causes.
Table 2. Percent use, apparent nesting success, and losses
by microhabitat type for American avocets nesting on the
alkaline flat at Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge,
Oklahoma, 1995 and 1996.
Microhabitat type
D18 D2b OC Ed R8
1995
~ 2 4 1 9 3
% Use 11 21 5 47 16
% Success 50 75 0 33 100
Hatched 1 3 0 3 3
Flooded 0 1 1 3 0
predation 1 0 0 2 0
Other 0 0 0 1 0
1996
n 4 11 4 3 0
% Use 18 50 18 14 0
% Success 50 45 25 67 0
Hatched 2 5 1 2 0
Flooded 1 3 2 0 0
Predation 1 2 1 1 0
Other 0 1 0 0 0
Both years
~ 6 15 5 12 3
% Use 15 37 12 29 7
% Success 50 53 20 42 100
Hatched 3 8 1 5 3
Flooded 1 4 3 3 0
Predation 2 2 1 3 0
Other 0 1 0 1 0
a_ Nest is ~5 em from driftwood debris
b_ Nest is ~5 em from other debris (e.g. hay)C_ Nest is in open soil/sand away from debris
d_ Nest is on man-made habitat improvements (e.g. plowed
ridge)
e_ Nest is ~5 em from live vegetation
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Table 3. Predated nests of American avooets by type
and year for nesting inside and outside electric-fence
predator exclosures on the alkaline flat at Salt





Inside 0 1 0 1
Outside 2 2 0 4
1996
Inside 0 0 0 0
outside 5 1 0 6
1995-1996
Inside 0 1 0 1
outside 7 3 0 10
a Total number of nests lost by known factors--includes
monitored nests with exposure (Mayfield Method) and




COMMON NIGHTHAWKS NEST SUCCESSPULLY IN TRANSITIONAL
HERBACEOUS RANGELAND-ALKALINE PLAT HABITAT
The common niqhthawk (Chordeiles minor) is a summer
resident at Salt Plains National wildlife Refuqe (NWR) in
Alfalfa County, Oklahoma. Common niqhthawks often lays eqqs
in well-drained, treeless, barren areas in Oklahoma (Sutton
1967) and have been observed in Oklahoma as early as 14
Pebruary on their sprinq miqration from South America (Tyler
and HcKee 1991). Nestinq habitat for the common niqhthawk
includes coastal sand dunes and beaches, loqqed or
slashburned areas of forest sites, woodland clearinqs,
prairies and plains, saqebrusb and qrassland habitat, farm
fields, open forests, rock outcrops, and flat qravel
rooftops in cities (Poulin et al. 1996). This note
represents the first documented nestinq of common niqhthawks
in transitional herbaceous ranqeland (Koenen et al. 1996)-
alkaline flat habitat at salt Plains NWR.
In 1995 and 1996, a sinqle common niqhtbawk nest was
located and monitored each year in transitional herbaceous
ranqeland-alkaline flat habitat alonq the western boundary
at Salt Plains NWR. In 1995, a common niqhthawk nested
successfully on sparsely veqetated sand hillocks north of
Clay Creek and the selenite crystal diqqinq area. The Dest
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was inside a vegetated knoll with barren areas in the
interior located 1 m north of the northwest corner of the
20-ha electric fence pre~ator exclosure. The single nest
containing two eggs was monitored until hatching in JUly.
Egg shell fragments provided evidence of success, but no
juveniles were observed. In 1996, a common nighthawk nested
successfully in similar habitat north of cottonwood Creek
further north of the selenite crystal digging area. only
one egg was layed in a shallow scrape in a bald spot within
a vegetated sand hillock. Egg fragments were located in
July indicating a successful nest, but no juveniles were
observed.
Common nighthawks nested both years on vegetated knolls
located on the alkaline flat ~50 m from contiguous
herbaceous rangelands to the west. Habitat used by common
nighthawks at BaIt Plains NWR included: 1) sparse-medium
density vegetation on sand hillocks, and 2) found along the
western boundary in the transition zone of herbaceous
rangeland to alkaline flat habitat. The common nighthawk
has not been previously documented nesting in transitional
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Appendix B.
RBLATIVE ABUNDANCE OF CICONIIFORM AND ASSOCIATED SPECIES
AT SALT PLAINS NATIONAL WILDLIPE REPUGE
state highway 11 traverses 6 km (east-west) through
Salt Plains National wildlife Refuge (NWR), in Alfalfa
County, Oklahoma. Sand Creek and two branches of the Salt
Fork Arkansas River cross below the highway feeding the
Great Salt Plains Reservoir (Pig. 1). These moving water
bodies provided a flyway for ciconiiform and associated
species migrating between Ralston Island in the reservoir
and adjacent farmfields and rangelands outside the refuge in
1995 (wet year).
In 1995, from 15 May-2 July, a complete census of avian
species was recorded daily on all trips made along the 6 km
highway traversing Salt Plains NWR. The goal of these
counts was to identify the relative abundance of ciconiiform
and associated species, and gain insight into what visitors
might see while traveling through Salt Plains NWR in early
summer. Additionally, we wanted to compare species relative
abundance from the highway counts to relative percent of
nesting species on Ralston Island--conjunctive research
(Koenen et ale 1996).
Two thousand two hundred and thirty-nine birds were
eensused along the highway in 1995 during this study.
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Percent breakdown of sighted birds included: 1,833 (81.g%)
cattle egrets (Bubulcus ibis); 179 (8%) great egrets (Ardea
alba); 91 (4.1%) little blue herons (Bgretta caerulea); 75
(3.4%) snowy egrets (Bgretta thula); 44 (2%) white faced
ibis (Plegadis chihi), a newly documented nesting species in
Oklahoma (Shepperd 1996); 16 (0.007%) great blue herons
(Ardea herodias); and only one (0.0004%) black-crowned night
heron (Nycticorax nycticorax) was observed. Cattle egret
percent composition observed along the highway in this stUdy
(81.9%) was comparable to counts of percent composition of
cattle egret nests on Ra~ston Island at Salt Plains NWR in
1982 (81%) (Talent and Hill 1982), and in 1995 (83.6%)(Koenen
et al. 1996).
Great blue herons, white-faced ibis, and black-crowned
night herons were observed least often, while cattle egrets
were observed most often on the highway counts and Ralston
Island counts in 1995 (Koenen et a1. 1996). Boat-tailed
grackles (Ouiscalus mexicanus) and double-crested cormorants
(Phalacrocorax auritus) were observed nesting on Ralston
Island in 1995 «1% each), but were not included in censuses
on the island or along state highway 11.
We found that relative abundance of several ciconiiform
and associated species sighted along state highway 11
mirrored the relative occurrence of those nesting species at
Ralston Island in 1995 (Koenen et ale 1996). We identified
the cattle egret as the bird most likely observed from 15
Kay-2 July on state highway 11 at Salt Plains NWR during a
year with abundant rainfall.
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Fig. 1. The Salt Fork Arkansas River and Sand Creek
Ciconiiform flyway from Ralston Island in Great Salt
Plains Reservoir to adjacent farmfield and wetlands
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